AU STRA LIA

Small Group Adventures

WELCOME TO ATA
Adventure Tours Australia (also known as ATA), is all about sustainable, experiencerich travel, tapping into everything that’s great about this unique island continent.
We work in partnership with Australia’s true locals – its Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples – and do our part to preserve this incredible landscape,
striving to leave the environment in a better condition than we found it.
This brochure features 9 of our favourite tours, covering all the highlights across this great and
diverse country. From the aptly‑named Coral Coast to the Red Centre, and the sun-drenched
East Coast to perhaps our best-kept secret, the island of Tasmania, these are the trips that
hold a special place in the hearts of travellers and our incredible local Australian guides.
We’re here to make sure every moment counts.
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CHOOSE A TRIP
In Australia, the possibilities are endless. And with our wide variety of tours – everything from two-day getaways to epic
multi-trip adventures – you can experience as much of this great southern land as you like. These are some of our favourites.

AR5

/

AR5Y

Outback Camping Adventure
5 days, see page 10

AR3

/

AR3Y

Uluru Adventure
3 days, see page 11

NTK5

Top End & Arnhem Land Adventure
5 days, see page 14

TEW2

Waterfall & Wetlands Adventure
2 days, see page 15

PB10

/

BP10

BD10

FDTR

/

/

DB10

4WD Broome to Darwin Adventure
4WD Darwin to Broome Adventure
10 days, see page 23

NTW6

Taste of Tasmania
6 days, see page 27

FDTN

Fraser Island Day Tour
1 day, see page 30

TAG-3

Fraser Island 3 Day Adventure
3 days, see page 31

Perth to Broome Adventure
Broome to Perth Adventure
10 days, see page 19
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WHY
TRAVEL

with Adventure Tours Australia?
Informative and immersive, our tours are for those looking to
develop a true‑blue understanding of Australia’s inner workings and
have a great time while they’re at it. Take one comfy 4WD or minibus,
add a knowledgeable local guide (or two) and a bunch of fellow
adventurers and you’re all set for the Outback. Forget your standard
charter bus tour, these are quintessential Aussie road trips – you’ll
just have someone looking after the driving and navigating for you.

Ubirr, Kakadu NP

5 reasons why
Expert guides
Our guides are an enthusiastic and informed bunch who
get a real kick out of showing you around and sharing
what they love about their country. On top of that, they
all have comprehensive training in first aid, driving,
environmental awareness, local history and geology, so
you’re always in good hands.

First Nations experiences
We work closely with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities on many of our trips to ensure your journey
is filled with authentic experiences. With their guidance,
our tours visit places of cultural significance, provide a
deeper understanding of the land and what it means to
its Traditional Owners, and inspire an appreciation of the
world’s oldest living culture.

Supporting communities
We’re big believers that travel should benefit the places it
touches. That’s why we use experienced local guides, stay
in locally run accommodation and eat at local restaurants
whenever possible. This means you’re not only getting
an authentic experience, you’re also supporting the
communities you visit.

Exclusive accommodation
Unique and exclusive accommodation is all part of the ATA
experience. Whether you’re staying in private wilderness
camps in the Top End, at remote & exclusive bush camps
or at a safari camp in Karijini National Park, all of our
accommodation ensures an unforgettable and immersive
adventure.

Our vehicles
Our range of vehicles (fleet) have to be adaptable to
Australia’s diverse range of landscapes and terrain. So
whether it’s a truck with comfortable coach-like seats
suitable for the long distances across the outback, or
a four-wheel-drive (4WD) to reach those remote yet
beautiful attractions; our range of vehicles allows you to
experience the very best of what this big country has to
offer.
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CULTURAL
EXPERIENCES
With a history spanning some 60,000 years, Australia’s Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples have the world’s oldest continuous cultures
– and an appreciation of their traditions is central to understanding
present-day Australia. By working in partnership with First Nations
communities, our tours are able to visit sites of cultural significance,
educate travellers about the land and what it means to its Traditional
Custodians, and do so with the respect each site deserves.

Pudakul Aboriginal Cultural Tours, Northern Territory

Partners from
coast to Red Centre
Pudakul Cultural Experience
Pudakul Aboriginal Cultural Tours begin with a traditional
Cul Cul, or ‘Welcome to Country’, from the Traditional
Owners of the land, the Limilngan‑Wulna people. Gain
insight into local Aboriginal culture through interactive
experiences such as bush tucker talks and spear throwing.

Maruku Arts
Nearly 700 artists make up the collective arts hub Maruku,
which is owned and operated by the Anangu people from
the Western and Central Deserts of Australia.
Maruku aims to keep the Anangu culture alive through
art and also make their culture accessible with tours,
painting and carving workshops, traditional ceremonies
and art exhibitions.

Kakadu Cultural Tours
Run in collaboration with the Traditional Owners of
northern Kakadu and parts of Western Arnhem Land,
Kakadu Cultural Tours are a journey into the heart of
this region’s beautiful wilderness. Join a Binninj guide to
hear stories of Creation Time, meet Aboriginal artists and
learn traditional survival skills. These tours offer cultural
immersion in a spectacular setting.
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WHERE
WE STAY
Downtime is an important part of how you experience a destination, which
is why we use unique and exclusive accommodation that immerses you
in a location and brings you closer to the bush. It could mean staying at
remote, exclusive bush camps, a secluded lakeside lodge in Tasmania, or
at a safari camp off the Kimberley coast. No matter the place, all of our
accommodation is hand-picked for its quality, amenities and location.

ATA exclusive campsite, Arnhem Land, Northern Territory

Swag Camping
We get it… you want big-time experiences without a big-time price tag. That’s why most
of our trips come in a camping style. Depending on the region you’re travelling in, this
means staying in either shared permanent tents at established campsites or dorm-share
accommodation. Regardless, a sleeping bag is required but if you don’t have your own, don’t
sweat – you can purchase one from us in advance. Most campsites have power and some
include the option of sleeping in an Aussie-style swag – because there’s no better way to
experience the Outback than spending the night outdoors, with the twinkling sky above and
dusty red earth below.

Yulara, Northern Territory

Swag camping, Northern Territory

Powered Tents
Since swags aren’t necessarily for everyone, some of our trips come with an extra layer of
comfort. Our powered tents come with cosy beds, linens, and powered outlets so you can
use the light and a fan.

Kings Canyon, Northern Territory

Yulara, Northern Territory
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RED
CENTRE

Uluru, Northern Territory
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OUTBACK CAMPING
ADVENTURE
ALICE SPRINGS / YULARA TO ALICE SPRINGS

5 days

Kings Canyon Rim Walk, Northern Territory

Mala cultural walk, Uluru,
Northern Territory

Ormiston Gorge, West MacDonnell Ranges

Journey into Australia's heart and
experience all of Central Australia's
attractions

West MacDonnell
Ranges
Kings Canyon
Yulara

• Travel into Australia's Red Centre and witness an
unforgettable Uluru Sunrise, and the immense rock
domes of Kata Tjuta and Kings Canyon

Kata Tjuta

• Learn of the First Nations creation stories and admire
Aboriginal arts and crafts

East
MacDonnell
Ranges
Uluru

NORTHERN
TERRITORY

• Visit the hidden gems of the West and East
MacDonnell Ranges

DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
AR5/AR5Y on our website.
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Alice Springs

5

TRIP CODE

AR5/AR5Y

MEALS

13

ULURU ADVENTURE

ALICE SPRINGS TO ALICE SPRINGS OR YULARA TO ALICE SPRINGS

3 days

Uluru, Northern Territory

Feel the pulse of Australia’s outback
heart on these three‑day trips to Uluru
and surrounds
• Be awed by the changing colours of Uluru at sunset
and sunrise, and learn about the importance of the
sacred site to the Traditional Custodians of the Country

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Kings Canyon
Kata Tjuta/The Olgas

Alice Springs

Yulara
Uluru

• Hike between the towering domes of Kata Tjuta,
which rise like rounded skyscrapers from the desert
• Explore the beating, red heart of Australia with
passionate guides who know it best
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
AR3 or AR3Y on our website.

3

TRIP CODES

MEALS

AR3

7

AR3Y

6
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TOP END
Darwin to Darwin

Katherine Gorge, Northern Territory
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TOP END & ARNHEM
LAND ADVENTURE
DARWIN TO DARWIN

5 days

Jim Jim Falls, Kakadu National Park, Northern Territory

Witness rocky red cliffs, monsoon forests
and plunging waterfalls
• Get a unique insight into the ancient cultures of the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples on
this adventure
• Learn about the cultural importance of the spectacular
West Arnhem Land landscapes through the eyes of a
local Bininj guide
• Enjoy visits to three national parks: Kakadu, Nitmiluk
and Litchfield
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
NTK5 on our website.
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TRIP CODE

NTK5

MEALS

13

WATERFALL AND
WETLANDS ADVENTURE
DARWIN TO DARWIN

2 days

Litchfield National Park, Northern Territory

Experience the beauty of the Top End’s
vibrant wet season

Darwin
Florence Falls
Buley Rockhole
Litchﬁeld NP
Wangi Falls

• Take a cruise along the Adelaide River to see the prehistoric salt-water crocodiles and bird life
• Learn about the ancient culture and traditions of The
First Peoples of Australia of the Top End and the
significance of the Wet Season
• Refresh yourself in some of Litchfield National Park's
swimming holes & falls: Buley Rockhole, Florence Falls,
Wangi and Tolmer Falls
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
TEW2 on our website.

2

TRIP CODE

TEW2

NORTHERN
TERRITORY

MEALS

3
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THE
WEST COAST
Perth to Broome

Karijini National Park, Western Australia
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Shell Beach, Western Australia

The Pinnacles, Western Australia

Kalbarri National Park, Western Australia

Swimming with whale sharks (optional), Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia
Cape Range National Park,
Western Australia

Karijini National Park, Western Australia
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PERTH TO BROOME
ADVENTURE
PERTH TO BROOME

10 days

Karijini National Park, Western Australia

Explore the rugged beauty of
Western Australia’s coast
• See the cattle stations and mining towns of classic
Outback Australia, and enjoy the magic of camping
under an expanse of stars
• Hike through multi-coloured gorges and surreal rock
formations to find secret swimming spots in Karijini
National Park
• Take a dip in calm, crystal-clear waters in Coral Bay
and discover some of the 700 species of reef fish of
Ningaloo Reef
Prefer to start and finish in Perth? Check out our 10 Day
Coast to Karijini trip (PP10) on our website.

DAYS

10

TRIP CODES

MEALS

PB10 / BP10

28
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THE
KIMBERLEY
Broome to Darwin

The Kimberley, Western Australia
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Purnululu National Park (Bungle Bungles), Western Australia

Emma Gorge, El Questro,
Western Australia

Purnululu National Park
(Bungle Bungles), Western Australia

ATA campsite, Western Australia
Purnululu National Park
(Bungle Bungles),
Western Australia

Lake Argyle, Kimberley, Western Australia
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4WD BROOME TO
DARWIN ADVENTURE
BROOME TO DARWIN

10 days

Lake Argyle, Kimberley, Western Australia

Embark on an epic tour through Western
Australia and the Top End
• Get off the beaten track, literally, in a 4WD tour of the
most remote and rugged parts of Western Australia
and the Top End
• Immerse yourself in the great outdoors, from vast
horizons to narrow gorges and untamed wildlife
• Learn about Jandamarra, a Bunuba hero and warrior,
on a guided tour of the land he died defending
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
BD10 or DB10 on our website.

10

TRIP CODES

MEALS

BD10 / DB10

28
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TASMANIA
Hobart to Hobart

Bay of Fires, Tasmania
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The Tarkine, Tasmania

Wombat, Trowunna Wildlife
Sanctuary, Tasmania

Henty Dunes, Tasmania

Wineglass Bay, Freycinet National Park, Tasmania

Pieman River, Tasmania

Strahan, Tasmania

26
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TASTE OF TASMANIA
HOBART TO HOBART

6 days

Mt Wellington, Hobart, Tasmania

Harsh, beautiful, untouched – Tasmania
feels like a whole other world
• Go wild in Tasmania with a local guide that knows
their stuff – like which weeds are tasty or toxic
• Clamber over orange boulders in the Bay of Fires,
traverse the epic sands of Henty Dunes and hike
lush rainforest trails on this active adventure
• Watch translucent waters lap powder-white sands
in one of Freycinet National Park’s secluded bays
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
NTW6 on our website.

6

TRIP CODE

NTW6

MEALS

5
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FRASER
ISLAND

Rainbow Beach to Rainbow Beach

Lake McKenzie, Queensland
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FRASER ISLAND
DAY TOUR
RAINBOW BEACH TO RAINBOW BEACH

1 day

Lake McKenzie, Fraser Island, Queensland

Fraser Island, Queensland

Explore a natural wonderland and
spend time with Australia’s wildlife
on the world's largest sand island

Off-roading, Fraser Island

• Discover for yourself why K'Gari is a World Heritage
listed icon and a memorable highlight for many
travellers!
• Explore the natural beauty of Fraser Island including
Lake McKenzie, Central Station, Pile Valley and more
• Experience the excitement of the world's best
beaches in our purpose built 'Warrior', especially
designed and engineered for our Day Tour
DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
FDTR/FDTN on our website.
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1

TRIP CODE

FDTR / FDTN

MEALS

2

FRASER ISLAND
3 DAY ADVENTURE

The Coastal Highway, Fraser Island

RAINBOW BEACH TO RAINBOW BEACH

3 days

SS Maheno shipwreck, Fraser Island

For 18-35 adventure seekers,
take things off road in this
ultimate adventure

Eli Creek, Fraser Island

• Cruise down the iconic 75-Mile Beach, and spot
whales, dolphins and more in this iconic tag-tour
adventure where you can drive the Beach Highway
• Camp just meters from the beach in our private
fenced campsite
• Float down Eli Creek, considered to be some of
the purest water in the world, swim in crystal clear
waters at Lake McKenzie and relax in the natural
jacuzzi of the Champagne pools

DAYS

For full itinerary, departure dates and inclusions enter
TAG-3 on our website.

3

TRIP CODE

TAG-3

MEALS

7
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Outback Camping Adventure

Find your adventure, from coast to Red Centre
From Tasmania’s pristine wilderness to sun-kissed Queensland, join us as we explore the
rugged terrain, endless beaches and vast desert that makes up Australia. Whether you want
to camp on the red earth of the Outback, discover the world’s oldest rainforest, or explore the
underwater world of the Great Barrier Reef, you’ll find your perfect adventure here.
ALICE SPRINGS / YULARA TO ALICE SPRINGS DAYS

Enter AR5/AR5Y on our website

Uluru Adventure

ALICE SPRINGS TO ALICE SPRINGS /
YULARA TO ALICE SPRINGS

Enter AR3/AR3Y on our website

3

Perth to Broome Adventure

PERTH TO BROOME

Enter PB10 or BP10 on our website

Enter FDTR / FDTN on our website

32
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DARWIN TO DARWIN

Enter NTK5 on our website

DAYS

5

4WD Broome to Darwin Adventure

DAYS

10

BROOME TO DARWIN

Enter BD10 or DB10 on our website

DAYS

1

RAINBOW BEACH TO RAINBOW BEACH

Enter TAG-3 on our website

DARWIN TO DARWIN

Enter TEW2 on our website

DAYS

2

Taste of Tasmania

DAYS

10

Fraser Island 3 Day Adventure

Fraser Island Day Tour

RAINBOW BEACH TO RAINBOW BEACH

Waterfall and Wetlands Adventure

Top End and Arnhem Land Adventure

DAYS

5

DAYS

3

HOBART TO HOBART

Enter NTW6 on our website

DAYS

6

Book with your recommended agent

#gdayata
Bookings & enquiries
Reservations
+61 7 5401 5555
Agent email reservations@adventuretours.com.au
Traveller email enquiries@adventuretours.com.au

Australian Head Office – Administration & Marketing
Level 13, 600 St Kilda Road, Melbourne Australia 3004
sales@adventuretours.com.au
marketing@adventuretours.com.au

Private Groups
+61 7 5401 5555 / charters@adventuretours.com.au

Find us on social media
facebook.com/adventuretoursaustralia
instagram.com/_adventuretours
youtube.com/adventuretoursaus

Terms and Conditions
adventuretours.com.au/booking-conditions

Printed on 100% post-consumer
waste recycled paper. Save a tree,
pass on to a friend.

adventuretours.com.au

